IPS Natural Selection Lab
Objective is to understand natural selection and answer the three questions on the last page. Click the red PhET circled
icon on the Zenwindow start up window. Choose “Biology” Choose the “Natural Selection” icon on the PhET web
site. The Natural Selection website can be accessed by clicking the hot link below.
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/legacy/natural-selection

Where Should I Live?
Objective: Students will be able to analysis and explain the benefits of environmental adaptations by observing an online
simulation and recording the results from a PhET simulation.

TASK 1:
1. Begin on the Equator setting.

2. Add a friend (button on the bottom of the habitat simulator screen).
3. Add mutation brown fur to the population. Brown fur mutation button is on the left hand side of the screen.
4. Observe the rabbit population expand for a few generations. Watch the green gauge bar at the bottom of the
simulator screen to watch the number of generations occurring.
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5. Add wolves to the habitat. Wolf addition button on the right hand side of the screen.

6. Observe the rabbit population and pause the simulation. Record which rabbit fur color the wolves are
consuming the most. Use the key at the bottom of the chart to differentiate the white vs brown fur population
levels.
TASK 2:
1. Reset the simulation and change the environment to the artic setting.

2. Add a friend (button on the bottom of the habitat simulator screen).
3. Add mutation brown fur. Let the population build for a few generations. Minimize the chart screen with the
magnifying glass to see the data being recorded.
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4. Add wolves to the habitat. Minimize the chart screen again to observe the data recorded.

5. Observe the rabbit population and pause the simulation after a few seconds. Record which rabbit fur color the
wolves are consuming the most. Use the key at the bottom of the chart to differentiate the white vs brown fur
population levels.
Discussion Questions:
1. What is the wolves’ role in the habitat simulation?

2. How does the rabbit fur color relate to the environment?

3. Make a hypothesis on what would happen to the rabbit population if the wolf population was present at one
time but removed from the habitat. How would the rabbit population be affected? (Test your hypothesis if you
have time.)
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